The objective of this work is to present a conservative coupling method between an inviscid compressible fluid and a deformable structure undergoing large displacements. The coupling method combines a cut-cell Finite Volume method, which is exactly conservative in the fluid, and a symplectic Discrete Element method for the deformable structure. A time semi-implicit approach is used for the computation of momentum and energy transfer between fluid and solid, the transfer being exactly balanced. The coupling method is exactly mass-conservative (up to round-off errors in the geometry of cut-cells) and exhibits numerically a long-time energy-preservation for the coupled system.
Introduction
Fluid-structure interaction phenomena occur in many fields, such as aeronautics, civil engineering, energetics, biology, and in the military and safety domains. In this context for instance, the effects of an explosion on a building involve complex non-linear phenomena (shock waves, cracking, fragmentation, ...) [28, 29] , and the characteristic time scales of these phenomena are extremely short. The driving effect of the fluid-structure interaction is the fluid overpressure, and viscous effects play a lesser role. With an eye toward these applications, we consider an inviscid compressible flow with shock waves interacting with a deformable solid object.
Numerical methods for fluid-structure interaction can be broadly categorized into monolithic and partitioned methods. In monolithic (Eulerian [9, 18] or Lagrangian [15, 27] ) methods, the fluid and the solid equations are solved simultaneously at each time step. However, in many numerical schemes, the fluid is described in Eulerian formulation and the solid in Lagrangian formulation. This is possible in partitioned approaches where the fluid and the solid equations are solved separately, and an interface module is used to exchange information between the fluid and the solid solvers to enforce the dynamic boundary conditions at their common interface. Two main types of methods have been developed in this context: Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) methods [5, 16] and fictitious domain methods [6, 7, 22, 23, 4, 2, 14, 8, 10, 1, 21] . The ALE method hinges on a mesh fitting the solid boundary, and therefore requires remeshing of the fluid domain when the solid goes through large displacements and topological changes due to fragmentation. Instead, fictitious domain methods, as those considered herein, work on a fixed fluid grid to which the solid is superimposed, and additional terms are introduced in the fluid formulation to impose the boundary conditions at the fluid-solid interface.
Conservative cut-cell Finite Volume methods for compressible fluid-structure interaction have been proposed by Noh [21] . Therein, a Lagrangian method for the solid is coupled with an Eulerian Finite Volume method for the compressible flow satisfying mass, momentum, and energy conservation in the fluid. Such methods have been used in a number of applications [7, 22, 2, 14, 21, 11] . A coupling method between an inviscid compressible fluid and a rigid body undergoing large displacements has been developed in [19, 26] using a cut-cell Finite Volume method. The coupling method is conservative in the sense that (i) mass, momentum, and energy conservation in the fluid is achieved by the cut-cell Finite Volume method as in [21] , and (ii) the momentum and energy exchange between the fluid and the solid is balanced. As a result, the system is exactly conservative, up to round-off errors in the geometry of cut-cells. Moreover, the coupling method exhibits interesting consistency properties, such as conservation of uniform movement of both fluid and solid, and absence of numerical roughness on a straight boundary.
The main purpose of this work is to develop a three-dimensional conservative coupling method between a compressible inviscid fluid and a deformable solid undergoing large displacements. By conservative, we mean that properties (i) and (ii) above are satisfied, as in [19, 26] , and additionally that a symplectic scheme is used for the Lagrangian solid ensuring the conservation of a discrete energy (which is a close approximation of the physical energy). As a result, the coupled discrete system is not exactly energyconservative, but we show numerically that our strategy yields long-time energy-preservation for the coupled system. Furthermore, as in [19, 26] , the Finite Volume method for the fluid is high-order in smooth flow regions and away from the solid boundary, while it is first-order near the shocks (due to the flux limiters) and in the vicinity of the solid boundary. Consequently, the coupling method is overall first-order accurate. Still, the use of a high-order method in smooth regions is useful to limit numerical diffusion in the fluid, as discussed in [3] . In any case, the coupling method, which is the focus of this work, is independent of the choice of the fluid fluxes.
While the core of the present method hinges on the techniques of [26] for a rigid solid, many new aspects have to be addressed. A reconstruction of the solid boundary around the solid assembly is needed since the solid deforms through the interaction with the fluid. Furthermore, a time semi-implicit scheme is introduced for the momentum and energy exchange, so as to take into account the deformation of the solid boundary during the time step. The advantage of this scheme with respect to an explicit one is to achieve additional consistency properties, such as the absence of pressure oscillations near a solid wall having only tangential deformation. The time semi-implicit scheme evaluates the fluid fluxes as well as the solid forces and torques only once per time step, which is important for computational efficiency of the scheme. Additionally, we prove that the time semi-implicit scheme converges with geometric rate under a CFL condition, which, under the assumption that the solid density is larger than the fluid density, is less restrictive than the fluid CFL condition.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the basic ingredients (which are common with [26] ): the fluid and solid discretization methods and the cut-cell Finite Volume method. Section 3 presents the conservative coupling method based on the time semi-implicit procedure. Section 4 discusses several properties of the coupling method. Section 5 presents numerical results on strong fluid discontinuities interacting with two and three-dimensional deformable solids undergoing large displacements. Section 6 contains concluding remarks. Finally, Appendix A provides some background on the Discrete Element method used to discretize the solid, and Appendix B contains the convergence proof for the time semi-implicit scheme.
Basic ingredients 2.1 Fluid discretization
For inviscid compressible flow, the fluid state is governed by the Euler equations, which can be written in conservative form as
where U = (ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, ρE) t is the conservative variable vector and F (U ), G(U ), and H(U ) indicate the inviscid fluxes
with ρ the mass density, p the pressure, (u, v, w) the Cartesian components of the velocity vector u, and E the total energy. The system is closed by the equation of state for ideal gas: p = (γ − 1)ρe, e being the specific internal energy with E = e + 1 2 (u 2 + v 2 + w 2 ) and γ the ratio of specific heats (γ = 1.4 for air). The discretization of these equations is based on an explicit Finite Volume method on a Cartesian grid. We denote with integer subscripts i, j, k quantities related to the center of cells and with half-integer subscripts quantities related to the center of faces of cells. For instance, the interface between cells C i,j,k and C i+1,j,k is denoted by ∂C i+ 1 2 ,j,k . The time step, which is subjected to a CFL condition, is taken constant for simplicity and is denoted ∆t. We introduce the discrete times t n = n∆t, for all n ≥ 0. Let C i,j,k be a fluid cell of size (∆x i,j,k , ∆y i,j,k , ∆z i,j,k ). The Finite Volume scheme for the fluid in the absence of the solid takes the form
where U n i,j,k is a numerical approximation of the exact solution over the cell C i,j,k at time t n , and F n+1/2 i±1/2,j,k , G n+1/2 i,j±1/2,k , H n+1/2 i,j,k±1/2 are numerical fluxes approximating the time-average of the corresponding physical flux over the time interval [t n , t n+1 ] and evaluated at ∂C i± 1 2 ,j,k , ∂C i,j± 1 2 ,k , and ∂C i,j,k± 1 2 , respectively. In the present work, we use the one-dimensional OSMP scheme [3] of formal order 11 in smooth regions. The three-dimensional extension is achieved through a directional operator splitting which is second-order accurate.
Solid discretization
The deformable moving solid is discretized by the Discrete Element method using a finite number of rigid particles. Each particle is governed by the classical equations of mechanics. The particles interact through forces and torques. The expression of these forces and torques allows one to recover the macroscopic behavior of the solid [17, 20] . We observe that an attractive feature of the Discrete Element method is that it facilitates the handling of rupture by breaking the link between solid particles.
The particles have a polyhedral shape and are assumed to be star-shaped with respect to their center of mass, and their faces are assumed to be star-shaped with respect to their center of mass. We assume that the diameter of the largest inscribed sphere in the solid is larger than two fluid grid cells.
A generic solid particle I is characterised by the following quantities: the mass m I , the diameter h s,I , the position of the center of mass X I , the velocity of the center of mass V I , the rotation matrix Q I , the angular momentum matrix P I , and the principal moments of inertia
The explicit time-integration scheme for the solid in the absence of the fluid consists of the Verlet scheme for translation and the RATTLE scheme for rotation. For particle I, it takes the form
V n+1
where in (6), Υ n I is a symmetric matrix such that
with I the identity matrix in R 3 , and in (9),Υ n+1 I is a symmetric matrix such that
The matrices Υ n I andΥ n+1 I are the Lagrange multipliers associated with the constraints (10) and (11), see [19] . The map j : R 3 → R 3×3 is such that j( x) y = x ∧ y for all x, y ∈ R 3 . The force F n I,int and torque M n I,int result from the interaction of particle I with its neighbouring particles, see A for the expression of these quantities.
The time-integration scheme for the solid being explicit, the time step is restricted by a CFL condition. This condition states that the displacement of each solid particle I during one time-step should be less than the characteristic size of the particle h s,I and the rotation of each particle I during one time-step should be less than π 8 (see [19] ). In the case of fluid-structure interaction with immersed boundaries, in addition to the fluid and solid CFL conditions, the time step is also restricted so that the displacement of the solid is less than one fluid grid cell size in the course of the time step, so that the solid boundary crosses at most one fluid grid cell per time-step. This condition is less stringent than the fluid CFL condition since the fluid in the vicinity of the solid boundary should have a velocity at least equal to that of the solid.
Cut-cell Finite Volume discretization
The faces of the solid particles in contact with the fluid are collected in the set F. A generic element of F is denoted by F and is called a wet solid face. The fluid-solid interface consists of all the wet solid faces. Owing to the movement of the solid, the wet solid faces are time-dependent sets in R 3 , and we set F n = F(t n ) for all n ≥ 0. Each wet solid face F(t) is characterized by its surface A F (t) and its normal ν F (t) (pointing from the solid to the fluid). Finally, we denote by Ω solid (t) the solid domain and by Ω fluid (t) the fluid domain.
The time-integration scheme is based on a partitioned approach where the coupling is achieved through boundary conditions at the fluid-solid interface. In our case, for an inviscid fluid, we consider perfect slip boundary conditions:
where u fluid and u solid , σ fluid and σ solid , ν fluid and ν solid are respectively the velocities, stresses, and outward pointing normals for the fluid and the solid.
In the Immersed Boundary method, the solid is superimposed to the fluid grid, leading to fluid-solid mixed cells, thereafter called "cut-cells". Let C i,j,k be a cut-cell. The relevant geometric quantities describing the intersection between the moving solid and the cell C i,j,k are (see Fig. 1 ):
• The volume fraction 0 Λ n i,j,k 1 occupied by the solid in the cell C i,j,k at time t n .
• The side area fraction 0 λ • The boundary area A n+ 1 2 i,j,k, F defined as the area of the intersection of the wet solid face F(t) with C i,j,k averaged over the time interval t n , t n+1 .
The three-dimensional geometric algorithms used for the detection of the cut-cells and the computation of the intersection between the solid and the fluid grid are described in [26] .
, j , k On the fluid side, we take into account the presence of the solid by modifying the fluid fluxes in cutcells. Consider a cut-cell as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The computation of the time-average of the side area fractions λ n+ 1 2 (for simplicity, subscripts related to the fluid grid cells or their faces are omitted when they play no relevant role) and of the boundary area A , as considered in [7] , can be very complex in three space dimensions. Instead, as in [19] , we evaluate the side area fraction and the boundary area at time t n+1 and compute the amount swept by the movement of the wet solid face F during the time step from t n to t n+1 in order to enforce the discrete conservation of the conservative variables. This leads to the following approximation of (1):
The fluid flux Φ n+1 fluid is now given by (compare with (3))
The solid flux Φ n+1 solid resulting from the presence of the solid boundaries in the cell is given by
where V i,j,k is the volume of C i,j,k and φ n+1 F is the solid flux attached to the wet solid face F. The detailed procedure to compute the solid flux is described in Section 3.4. Finally, the swept amount is given by
where the term ∆U n,n+1 F denotes the amount of U swept by the movement of the wet solid face F during the time step from t n to t n+1 . The detailed procedure to compute these quantities is described in [26] , see also [19] . In the cut-cells where the volume fraction Λ is grater than 0.5, we use the conservative mixing described in [14, 19, 26] . In order to compute the fluid fluxes near the fluid-solid interface, we define an artificial state in the cells fully occupied by the solid from the states in the mirror cells relatively to the fluid-solid interface, as described in [26] . The number of mirror cells is typically of the order of the stencil for the fluid fluxes.
3 Time semi-implicit coupling with a deformable structure
Solid in presence of fluid
On the solid side, the equations (4), (6), (8) , and (9), are modified by taking into account the fluid forces and torques applied to the particle I as follows:
where F n+1 I,fluid and M n+1 I,fluid are the fluid forces and torques applied to the particle I. An important point, as reflected by the superscript (n + 1) for the fluid forces and torques, is that these quantites are evaluated using the solid position at time t n+1 in the context of a time semi-implicit method (in contrast with [26] dealing with a rigid solid). The detailed procedure to compute the fluid forces and torques is described in Section 3.3.
Reconstruction of the deformed solid boundary
In Discrete Element method, the particles can overlap or become separated by small gaps as the solid is compressed or stretched, see Fig. 2 . However, no fluid should penetrate into the gaps between the particles since the solid is treated here as cohesive. Therefore, we reconstruct a continuous interface around the particle assembly, as close as possible to the actual boundary of the moving particles.
Several choices are possible for the reconstruction. For the sake of simplicity, we focus here on one simple option: the interface is reconstructed as a set of triangles with vertices obtained from a transformation of the vertices of the Discrete Elements lattice at time t 0 = 0. Since the faces of the particles are star-shaped with respect to their center of mass, we subdivide all the solid faces into triangles, by connecting the center of mass of the face to all the face vertices. Let us consider a vertex a i of the initial Discrete Element lattice: it belongs to one or more polyhedral particles. Let us denote by P ai the set of particles which share the vertex a i and by #P ai the cardinality of the set P ai . We define the mean vertex a n i corresponding to a i at time t n as the average of the positions of vertex a i under the rigid body motion of each particle in P ai :
where a 0 i is the initial position of a i . The reconstructed fluid-solid interface at time t n is the set of triangles supported by the center of mass of the polyhedral particle faces and the mean vertices (a n i ) i . This procedure is applied to all the vertices belonging to a polyhedral face of the Discrete Elements in contact with the fluid. A typical boundary reconstruction is shown in Fig. 3 . Note that owing to the above reconstruction, the area of a wet solid face becomes time-dependent. 
Evaluation of the fluid pressure forces
Owing to the deformation of the solid, the surface of the wet solid face F(t) evolves during the time-step.
The following geometric conservation laws in the cell C i,j,k play an important role in the consistency properties of the coupling method:
recalling that λ i± 1 2 ,j,k , λ i,j± 1 2 ,k , and λ i,j,k± 1 2 are the side area fractions of the fluid cell C i,j,k faces. Conditions (19) , (20) , and (21) can be satisfied exactly by taking the position at time t n+1 of the wet solid face F(t). This is the reason why we consider A n+1 F and ν n+1 F . Such a choice in turn requires to solve the solid with a time-implicit algorithm which could be computationally expensive. We choose a time semi-implicit algorithm which only computes implicitly the position of particles in contact with the fluid by means of an iterative procedure. Moreover, we compute the internal forces between particles only once, since this is the most time-demanding step of the Discrete Element method. This computation is based on the position of particles at time t n , and the internal forces are then kept fixed in the iterative procedure employed by the time semi-implicit algorithm. In the same way, the fluid pressure has already been computed and remains fixed during the iterative procedure. For the solid particles in contact with the fluid, we employ an additional index k within the iterative procedure. We compute the forces exerted by the fluid pressure on the surface A n,k F , advance the position of the solid particles having wet faces, while the internal and external pressure forces are kept fixed. We can then update the surface A n,k+1 F and the normal ν n,k+1 F . We iterate the process until convergence. As a result, the fluid force acting on the wet solid face F n+1 is evaluated using the boundary area A n+1 F . We observe that the time-explicit variant (one step in the iterative procedure) in which we take the position at time t n of the solid wet face F(t), so that we consider A n F and ν n F for the evaluation of the fluid forces, is cheaper but loses some consistency properties because conditions (19) , (20) , and (21) are no longer satisfied exactly for a deformable solid. We therefore expect pressure fluctuations near a solid boundary deformed tangentially, whereas the slip boundary conditions should not yield such a behavior. A numerical illustration is presented in Section 4.2.
An important remark is that the above procedure is more efficient than a global time-implicit method. Indeed, the iterative procedure only involves the computation of the positions of the solid particles in contact with the fluid. In addition, the expensive computation of the solid internal forces, fluid fluxes, and swept amount are not carried out during the iterative loop: the only operations involved are the computation of fluid pressure forces, the increment of the particle positions, the computation of the intersection between the solid and the fluid grid cells, and the reconstruction of the solid boundary. Among these operations, the most computationally expensive is the computation of the intersection between the solid and the fluid grid. We assess the efficiency of the time semi-implicit method in Section 5. We also prove in Section 4.3 that under a classical CFL condition on the time-step, the above iterative procedure converges at a geometric rate.
Main steps of the time semi-implicit algorithm
At the beginning of the time step from t n to t n+1 , we know the state of the fluid U n , the position and rotation of the solid particles ( X n I , Q n I ), as well as the velocity of their center of mass and their angular momentum ( V n I , P n I ). For the fluid, we need to compute for all the fluid grid cells the fluxes F n+ 1 2 , G n+ 1 2 , H n+ 1 2 , the volume fractions Λ n+1 and the side area fractions λ n+1 , and the solid fluxes φ n+1 F and the swept amounts ∆U n,n+1 F for all the wet solid faces F. For the solid, we need to compute the fluid forces and torques F n+1 I,fluid and M n+1 I,fluid for all the solid particles I. Recalling the iterative procedure introduced in Section 3.3, we use the superscript k for all variables at the k-th step of this procedure. In particular, we denote by F n,k I,fluid and M n,k I,fluid the fluid force and torque at time t n and at the k-th step of the iterative procedure. The convergence criterion is
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(2) Computation of internal forces and torques The general structure of the time semi-implicit method is summarized in Fig. 4 and can be described by the following seven steps: (13) are precomputed at all the cell faces of the fluid grid, without taking into account the presence of the solid. We use the OSMP scheme with directional operator splitting. For instance,
where L x , L y , L z are respectively the operators corresponding to the integration of a time step ∆t in the x, y and z directions. For instance,
Thus, formal second-order time accuracy is recovered every six time steps (corresponding to all L x , L y , and L z permutations) if the directional operators do not commute. We denote by p n x , p n y , and p n z the pressures used in the application of the operators L x , L y , and L z respectively. These pressures are used to determine the forces exerted by the fluid on the solid in step (2).
2. The internal forces and torques are computed based on the position of the solid particles using (29) and (30).
3. The fluid pressure force acting on a solid particle I used in (14)- (17) is decomposed as:
where F I collects the wet faces of the particle I, and the fluid force F n,k F , fluid acting on the wet solid face F n,k is equal to the force exerted by the pressures p n x , p n y , and p n z on the surface in contact with the fluid:
Similarly, the fluid torque M n,k I,fluid is decomposed as
where X n,k F is the center of mass of the wet solid face F n,k and X n,k I the center of mass of the particle I at time t n,k .
4. The solid is advanced in time. The position of each particle I is integrated using (5), (7) , and (14)- (17) . We obtain the temporary position of the center of mass X n,k+1 7. The final value of the state U n+1 i,j,k in the fluid grid cell is calculated using (12) . Owing to the perfect slip conditions at the solid boundary, the solid flux φ n+1 F is given by
where Π n+1
is the velocity of the center of mass of the wet solid face F n+1 :
where V n+ 1 2 I results from (14) , and the angular velocity Ω The most computationally expensive steps are steps (1), (2) , and (6). The first two steps are independent. The rest of the procedure is localized on the fluid cells and solid particles in contact with the fluidsolid interface. The parallelization of the procedure with domain decomposition (in fluid and solid) has therefore the potential to be scalable. These aspects are not further explored herein.
4 Properties of the coupling scheme
Conservation of mass, momentum, and energy
Conservation of mass, momentum, and energy holds for periodic boundary conditions and more generally in all the cases where such properties hold at the continuous level. We refer to [19] and [25] for the proof in the rigid case; the proof in the case of a deformable solid is similar.
Consistency properties
• The coupling method preserves exactly a uniform constant flow parallel to a rigid half-space, even in the case where the fluid-solid interface is not aligned with the fluid grid. This result shows that no artificial roughness is produced by the solid walls.
• Consider an arbitrarily-shaped rigid body moving at constant velocity and without rotation, immersed in a uniform fluid flowing at the same velocity. Then, the uniform movement of the fluid and the solid is preserved by the coupling method.
We refer to [19] and [25] for the proof in the rigid case; the proof in the case of a deformable solid is similar. Moreover, the coupling method preserves a constant fluid state around a wall having only tangential deformation velocity. This case is a prototypical example of the inconsistency of the time-explicit scheme (one step in the iterative procedure). In order to verify this property, we consider the following test case. A rod having a square section is immersed in a gas at constant state (ρ, u, p) = (1.4 kg.m −3 , 0 m.s −1 , 1 Pa). The Young modulus and Poisson ratio of the rod are, respectively, E = 7000 Pa and ν = 0. The rod is discretized with 4 square particles along its length. The two extremal particles are fixed, and the two other particles have an initial velocity V = 0.25 e x . The computation is carried out until t = 0.5 s. The rod exhibits internal deformations, with both ends remaining fixed. As the Poisson ratio is ν = 0 and the force is directed along the axis of the rod, no normal deformation occurs at the surface of the rod. Only tangential deformations of the surface appear on the lateral sides of the rod. As shown in Fig. 5 , the tangential deformation of the boundary creates pressure oscillations for the time-explicit scheme, whereas the time semi-implicit scheme preserves the constant fluid state. The error for the time-explicit scheme grows when the velocity of the particles is largest. On the contrary, the time semi-implicit scheme is able to eliminate totally the error (up to numerical rounding errors involved in the evaluation of geometric quantities in cut-cells and incomplete convergence of the fixed-point procedure). 
Convergence for the time semi-implicit scheme
Let F ∈ F I be a wet solid face of the particle I. We define the pressure p n F = max{p n x , p n y , p n z } where the boundary pressures p n x , p n y and p n x are defined in Step (1) of Section 3.4. Note that these pressures do not change during the fixed-point procedure. Let σ s,I denote the radius of the largest inscribed sphere in particle I, and recall that h s,I denotes the diameter of the particle. We define the real function x → K(x) as
Then, our main result is that, for ∆t satisfying the CFL condition
the iterative procedure in the time semi-implicit scheme converges at a geometric rate. The proof is stated in B. Let us comment on condition (28) . For a given aspect ratio (28) is compatible with the stability results found in [12] : a very small solid density induces numerical instabilities of the overall explicit coupling strategy. As our bounds are expected to be rather pessimistic, condition (28) is in practice less restrictive than the fluid CFL condition. We have verified this assertion on numerous simulations, in which the iterative procedure always converged in less than 7 iterations without explicitly enforcing (28).
Numerical results
In this section we present numerical results. We first consider the interaction of a shock wave with a twoand three-dimensional clamped beam. Then, we simulate the effect of an explosion on an steel cylinder in two space dimensions. Finally, we consider the interaction of a shock wave with a two-dimensional deformable thin shell. In Fig. 6 , we show the normal stress in the beam and the pressure profile in the fluid at time t = 0.08s. On the left of the beam, we observe the primary reflected shock followed by successive compression waves induced by the multiple reflections of the shock wave inside the beam.
Clamped beam

2d clamped beam
In Fig. 7 , we present the relative energy conservation error, computed as the difference between the initial energy and the discrete energy normalized by the maximum energy exchange between the fluid and the solid (which is the relevant quantity to evaluate the relative effect of coupling on conservation issues). We observe a small variation of energy, without any clear growth or decrease. The variation of energy is as low as 0.01% of the energy exchange in the system. This fluctuation of energy is not linked to the convergence criterion, but originates from the fluctuation of the discrete energy in the symplectic scheme. However, we observe no energy drift during the simulation. Fig. 7 also presents the same result with refined time steps ∆t/2 and ∆t/4. As expected, the energy conservation error decreases to zero with the time step, with second-order accuracy. This shows that the present coupling method ensures a long-term energy conservation of the system in the case of a deformable solid. Figure 7 : Relative energy conservation error as a function of time for time-steps ∆t, ∆t/2 (rescaled by a factor 4) and ∆t/4 (rescaled by a factor 16).
3d clamped beam
Consider a 4m long, 2m large, and 2m deep channel. Periodic boundary conditions are applied to both ends of the channel. Initially, the gas in the channel forms a double shock tube: the state is (ρ, u, p) = (8kg.m −3 , 0m.s −1 , 116.5Pa) for 0 < x < 1.5m, and (ρ, u, p) = (1.4kg.m −3 , 0m.s −1 , 1Pa) for 1.5m < x < 4m. The fluid domain is discretized with 100 × 50 × 50 elements (∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 0.04m). The beam is 0.2857m wide, 1m long, and 0.2857m high. The beam is clamped at the bottom of the channel, its center is located at (x = 2m, y = 0m, z = 1m). The density, Young modulus, and the Poisson ratio of the beam are identical as in the two-dimensional case. The beam is discretized with 24 tetrahedral particles (h x = 0.2857m, h y = 0.1428m, h z = 0.2857m).
In Fig. 8, we show the x-coordinate of the center of mass of the particle situated at the top of the beam during the simulation. In Fig. 9 , we show the trajectory of the same point in the xy-plane. We observe that the x-coordinate advances during 0.2s from 2m to 2.0165m and returns quite close to the initial position after the same lapse of time. Indeed, the beam undergoes a quasi-periodic motion composed of various vibration modes (the main one being the first flexure mode), partially damped by the interaction with the fluid and also perturbed by the development of multiple waves within the periodic domain. Center of mass Figure 9 : Trajectory of the center of mass of the particle situated at the top of the beam in the xy-plane. In Fig. 10 , we present the relative energy conservation error, computed as the difference between the initial energy and the energy computed at the different time steps. This energy difference is normalized by the maximum energy exchange between the fluid and the solid. We observe a small variation of relative energy, without any clear growth or decrease, as low as 0.03%. Thus, the same conclusions can be drawn as in the two-dimensional case. 
Deformation of a cylinder filled with gas
In this test case, we simulate the effect of an explosion on a shell formed by a steel cylinder in two space dimensions. The cylinder is initially surrounded by gas at atmospheric pressure and contains gas at 0. [24] . Initially, the state of the gas is: where D((x 0 , y 0 ), R) denotes the disk centered at (x 0 , y 0 ) with radius R. The computation is performed on a 800 × 400 grid. The cylinder is centered at (20, 7.5)m with a thickness of 0.1m and an interior radius of 5m. The density and the Young modulus are, respectively, ρ s = 7860kg.m −3 and E = 210Pa, with a Poisson ratio ν = 0. The cylinder is discretized with 50 particles along its circumference and 1 particle in thickness. The simulation time is t = 0.0244s. In Fig. 11 , we display the initial density field of the fluid and the initial position of the cylinder. After impacting the cylinder, the shock wave partially reflects on the solid and is partially transmitted by the solid to the confined underpressured gas. At the same time, the cylinder is deformed and pressure waves travel along its surface. We observe that the normal stress waves in the solid travel faster than those in the outer fluid, which in turn travel faster than those in the interior fluid due to the difference in pressures between the inside and the outside of the cylinder. In Fig. 12 , we show the density field and the deformation of the solid at times 2 × 10 −3 s, 4.7 × 10 −3 s, 1 × 10 −2 s, and 2.44 × 10 −2 s. The circular rarefaction wave shed by the solid is caused by the difference of pressure between the inner and outer field, as the cylinder is not initially at equilibrium. We observe a Richtmyer-Meshkov instability of the contact discontinuity. The cylinder is flattened in the region first impacted by the fluid shock waves. However, the traction inside the solid reaches a maximum at the point opposite to the explosion, due to interactions between the solid normal stress waves. We guess that this point would be at the highest risk of rupture. Indeed, in Fig. 13 , we display the normal stress in the solid particle closest to the explosion and in the solid particle farthest to the explosion in the course of the simulation. We observe, for both particles, an initial increase of normal stress (compression) due to the impact of the explosion, followed by negative normal stress (traction) due to the relaxation of the solid after impact. Complex interaction between the travelling waves on the surface of the cylinder and the fluid then occur, accounting for successive compression and traction phenomena at both ends of the cylinder. In Fig. 14, we display the displacement of the center of mass of the solid particle closest to the explosion and of the solid particle farthest to the explosion as function of time. We observe that the displacement of the solid particle farthest to the explosion is very small, whereas that of the solid particle closest to the explosion is large. This accounts for the flattening of the cylinder near the explosion impact. Figure 13 : Normal stress profile in the solid particle closest to the explosion (left particle) and in the solid particle farthest to the explosion (right particle) as a function of time. x(m) t(s)
Right particle
Left particle Figure 14: x-coordinate of the center of mass of the solid particle closest to the explosion (left particle) and of the solid particle farthest to the explosion (right particle) as a function of time. In Fig. 15 , we present the normal stress in the cylinder at times 2 × 10 −3 s, 4.7 × 10 −3 s, 1 × 10 −2 s, and 2.44 × 10 −2 s as a function of the azimuthal angle θ in polar coordinates. At time 2 × 10 −3 , we observe the overpressure initiated by the impacting shock wave. At time 4.7 × 10 −3 , we observe the interaction at the right tip of the cylinder of the two normal stress waves travelling along the upper and lower parts of the cylinder. The profiles at the two other times result from increasingly complex interactions between pressure waves. We observe that all the solid particles evolve between compression and traction states. The normal stress patterns are symmetric with respect to θ = 0 owing to the symmetry of the problem with respect to y = 7.5m. We observe a sequence of rarefaction waves in the vicinity of the cylinder at time 4.7 × 10 −3 s in Fig. 12 . This phenomenon is directly related to the solid discretization: each edge of the polygon approximating the circle generates a rarefaction wave in the fluid flow around the cylinder. Refining the solid discretization to 100 and 200 solid particles along the cylinder perimeter, we observe in Fig. 16 that the number of rarefaction waves increases as the discretization is refined. The fluid pressure profile as a function of the azimuthal angle θ displayed in Fig. 17 shows that the intensity of each rarefaction wave decreases as the solid discretization is refined. Let us note that the pressure jumps occur exactly at the edge of the solid particles. Apart from these local discrepancies, the pattern of the fluid flow structures does not change significantly as the solid is refined. 
Deformable thin shell
In this test case, we consider the interaction of a shock wave with a two-dimensional deformable thin shell. This benchmark was first simulated in [11] . The computational domain is the rectangular box The thin shell is placed at x = 0.5m and its length is 0.1m. The thin shell has a density of ρ s = 0.0238kg.m −3 and the solid particles links have a stiffness of k = 2000N.m −1 . The thin shell is discretized with 20 particles. The two extremal particles are fixed. The simulation time is t = 0.35s.
The impinging shock wave impacts the thin shell and is partially reflected to the left, while part of the shock wave moves over the thin shell and part of its energy is transferred as kinetic energy. At the same time, the thin shell is deformed due to the increase in pressure resulting in compression waves created by the movement of the thin shell. Complex interactions of waves occur due to solid movements and interaction with walls.
In Fig. 18 , we show the density field and the deformation of the thin shell at times 0.07s, 0.14s, 0.21s, 0.28s, and 0.35s. Our results are in very good agreement with [11] (Figure 34 ) on the position of the solid and of the shocks (we use a four times coarser fluid grid, and the thin shell is discretized with the same number of particles).
Conclusion
In this work, we have developed a coupling method for the interaction between a three-dimensional inviscid compressible fluid flow and a deformable structure undergoing large displacements. The method hinges on a cut-cell Finite Volume method for the fluid and a symplectic Discrete Element method for the deformable solid. The coupling method is exactly mass-conservative and exhibits a long-time preservation of the energy for the coupled system. Moreover, the coupling is handled in a time semi-implicit fashion. The computational cost of the fluid and solid methods essentially results from the evaluation of fluxes on the fluid side and of forces and torques on the solid side. We emphasize that the coupling algorithm evaluates these only once per time step, ensuring computational efficiency. Regarding surface coupling, the algorithm overhead scales as the number of solid faces and as N The presented test cases allowed us to verify the main properties of the coupling scheme and to illustrate the robustness of the method in the case of two-and three-dimensional deformable solids with large displacements coupled to an inviscid compressible flow. The next step is to move on to more complex test cases and to enrich the modelling to take into account the possible fragmentation of the solid. This would require an adequate reconstruction of the solid boundary, an appropriate procedure to fill the ghost-cells, and the definition of a map (not necessarily bijective due to the possible opening of fractures) providing the correspondence from the position of the boundary at time t n to its position at time t n+1 . These 
A The Discrete Element method
This appendix provides some background on the Discrete Element method. The set of neighbouring particles linked to particle I is denoted by τ I . For each link between the particle I and a neighbouring particle J ∈ τ I , we denote by D IJ the distance between these particles and by S IJ the contact surface, see Fig. 19 . Let G IJ , n IJ , I s IJ , and I t IJ be the center of mass, the exterior normal vector, and the principal moments of the contact surface. Two orthogonal vectors are defined at the contact surface, s IJ and t IJ , forming an orthonormal basis with n IJ . The initial values of these quantities are denoted with the superscript 0. Figure 19 : Contact surface between particles
The forces and torques between particles are derived from an Hamiltonian formulation and are designed in order to recover at the macroscopic level a linear elasticity behavior [17, 20] . We denote by E the Young modulus and by ν the Poisson ratio. The force between particles I and J ∈ τ I is given by
where F n IJ is the shear and compression force and F v IJ the volumetric deformation force. The shear and compression force is given by
is the displacement vector to the contact surface between I and J. The volumetric deformation force is given by
where the volumetric deformation of the link between I and J, ε v IJ = ε v I +ε v J , is the sum of the volumetric deformation of I and J, where
where V I and V f I are the volume and the free volume of the particle I, respectively. The free volume of the particle I is defined as the sum of the volumes of all pyramidal polyhedra with a free surface as basis and X 0 I as summit.
The torque between particles I and J is expressed as
where M t IJ denotes the torque of force F IJ and M f IJ denotes the flexion-torsion torque. The torque of force F IJ is given by
The flexion-torsion torque M f IJ is given by
The coefficients α n , α s , and α t are chosen so as to recover the exact flexion and torsion of a beam. For a detailed review on the expression of these forces and torques between particles, see [19, 17, 20] .
B Convergence of the iterative procedure in the time semiimplicit scheme
This section is devoted to the proof of the convergence of the iterative procedure in the time semiimplicit scheme under the CFL condition (28) . Let (X n,k , Q n,k ) = (X n,k I , Q n,k I ) I be the geometric state vector collecting the position of the center of mass and the rotation matrix of the solid particles I at the k-th step of the iterative procedure described in Section 3.3. We consider the map χ such that (X n,k+1 , Q n,k+1 ) = χ(X n,k , Q n,k ) denotes the state vector obtained at the (k + 1)-th step. The map χ is defined more precisely in (43)-(44) below. We show that the map χ involved in the iterative procedure is contracting for the following norm:
Here and in what follows, unless explicitly mentioned, the vector norm in R 3 is the Euclidean norm, and the matrix norm is the induced spectral norm (i.e., the largest singular value of the matrix).
B.1 The map χ
The k-th step of the iterative procedure can be written as follows: For each particle I, V n,k+1
X n,k+1
Let F be a wet solid face and let I be the solid particle to which it belongs. As described in Section 3.2, the wet solid face is a triangle. We denote by a 1 , a 2 , and a 3 its vertices. We orient the triangle F for a given geometric state (X, Q) of the solid by defining the surface and unit normal of F as
where we recall from (18) that the average position of the vertex a i (X, Q) is given by
where the superscript 0 refers to values at time t 0 = 0. We define the displacement ξ a (X, Q) of a vertex a with respect to the geometric state at time t n as follows:
so that a(X, Q) = a n + ξ a (X, Q).
We define the fluid pressure force F I, fluid (X, Q) on particle I as
where P n F = diag(p n x , p n y , p n z ). Using (37)-(40), the fluid pressure force is given by
Recall that the mean pressure on each wet solid face is constant during the iterative process. We define the fluid pressure torque M I, fluid (X, Q) on particle I as
where X F (X, Q) = X n F + 1 3 ξ a1 (X, Q) + ξ a2 (X, Q) + ξ a3 (X, Q) is the position of the center of mass of F n for the solid geometric state (X, Q). We set
Then, owing to (32)-(35), the map χ for a given geometric state (X, Q) for the solid is given by χ(X, Q) = ((χ p,I (X, Q)) I , (χ r,I (X, Q)) I ) where
in such a way that X n,k+1 I = χ p,I (X n,k , Q n,k ) and Q n,k+1 I = χ r,I (X n,k , Q n,k ).
B.2 Estimate on the position of the center of mass
Let (X, Q) and (Y, R) be two geometric states for the solid particles. Using the expression for ξ a from (39) and the definition (31) of the · ∞ -norm leads to
Using the expression of the fluid pressure force from (41) together with the triangle inequality, and since P n F = p n F , we infer that F F , fluid (X, Q) − F F , fluid (Y, R) ≤ p n F 2 (a n 2 − a n 1 ) ∧ ξ a3 (X, Q) − ξ a3 (Y, R) + (a n 2 − a n 1 ) ∧ ξ a1 (X, Q) − ξ a1 (Y, R) + (a n 3 − a n 1 ) ∧ ξ a2 (X, Q) − ξ a2 (Y, R) + (a n 3 − a n 1 ) ∧ ξ a1 (X, Q) − ξ a1 (Y, R)
The first four terms on the right hand side are bounded using (45) and the fact that the characteristic size of the solid particles is such that h s,I ≥ max( a 2 − a 1 , a 3 − a 1 ). Developing the lest terms, we obtain three contributions which can be estimated separately. For instance, the first contribution is bounded as
where we have used (45) and the solid CFL condition on displacement which yields ξ ai (X, Q) ≤ h s,I , ξ ai (Y, R) ≤ h s,I for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Recollecting the above bounds, we infer that 
B.3 Estimate on the rotation
Using the bound (46) on the force, a lengthy but straightforward computation similar to the estimate of the fluid pressure force (see [25] for details) yields Observing that j : R 3 → R 3×3 is a linear isometry, the rotation matrices verify As a result, the map χ is contracting with respect to the norm ∞ under the CFL condition (28) .
B.4 Estimate on the Lagrange multiplier in terms of torque
In the estimate on rotation, we have used the control of the Lagrange multiplier Υ by the torque M.
We prove this result herein. Owing to (44), we can rewrite the difference between two rotation matrices 
The left-hand side of (49) is composed of the product of differences between one time step incremental rotation matrices by the rotated matrix D I . Since D I is real symmetric, up to changing matrix Q n I (which does not affect the estimate), it is possible to assume that Q n I D I (Q n I ) t = diag(d 1 , d 2 , d 3 ) (we omit the index I in d i for simplicity). We write the incremental rotation matrices using the quaternion notation [13, Sec. VII.5], where e and f represent a rotation vector: their direction indicates the axis of rotation and their magnitude is related to the angle of rotation θ by e = sin( θ 2 ). Since j( M ) is skew-symmetric and Υ is symmetric, the right-hand side of (49) offers a decomposition of the left-hand side into its skew-symmetric and symmetric parts. Therefore, it can be checked that is an even permutation of (1,2,3).
We introduce the Frobenius norm of a matrix A 2 F = 3 i,j=1 A 2 ij and notice that A ≤ A F . Since the maximal angle of the incremental rotation for one time step is π 8 owing to the solid CFL condition and noticing that e ≤ sin( θ 2 ) = 1
